In this paper, the inverse problem on source term identification in convection-diffusion equation is transformed into an optimization problem. To reduce the computational cost and improve computational accuracy for the optimization problem, a new algorithm, chaos real-coded hybrid-accelerating evolution algorithm (CRHAEA)， is proposed, in which an initial population is generated by chaos mapping, and new chaos mutation and simplex evolution operation are used. With the shrinking of searching range, CRHAEA gradually directs to an optimal result with the excellent individuals obtained by real-coded evolution algorithm. Its convergence is analyzed. Its efficiency is demonstrated by 15 test functions. Numerical simulation shows that CRHAEA has some advantages over the real-coded accelerated evolution algorithm, the chaos algorithm and the pure random search algorithm.
Introduction
This paper deals with a class of inverse problems related to the source term identification in convection-diffusion equations. There is a growing interest in the inverse problems in water quality modeling [1] [2] [3] . The source identification problem is transformed into a nonlinear optimization problem here. These kinds of nonlinear parameter optimization models are very intractable [4] . Firstly the objective function is very complicated, sometimes is non-derivative. Secondly the objective function has many local extreme points. The genetic algorithm (GA) based on the genetic evolution of species was proposed by Holland [5] . GA is a probability of global optimization algorithm, which is independent of the form of the objective function. GA and other evolution algorithms have been applied to many fields [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, the computational cost is very large. And GA is very difficult to maintain the population diversity. To overcome these difficulties, standard binary-coded GA (SGA), was improved with real-coded evolution algorithm (REA) [6] . But REA still needs a large cost of computation.
Nelder and Mead have proposed a simplex search method, which is a simple direct search technique that has been widely used in unconstrained optimization scenarios [11, 12] . One of the reasons for its popularity is that this method is easy to use and does not need the derivatives of the function under exploration. However, one has to be very careful when using this method since it is very sensitive to the choice of initial points and not guaranteed to attain the global optimum.
Chaos is the phenomenon which occurs in a deterministic nonlinear dynamic system [13] . The chaotic mapping has special characters such as the ergodic property, stochastic property and sensitivity depending on initial conditions. Taking advantage of this characteristic feature of the chaotic system, one can design an efficient approach for maintaining the population diversity in their interest fields [14] .
In this paper, a new algorithm, chaos real-coded hybrid-accelerating evolution algorithm (CRHAEA) is proposed for nonlinear optimizations and source term identifications in convection-diffusion equation in which initial population is generated by chaos mapping. It gradually directs to an optimal result with the excellent individuals obtained by real-coded evolution algorithm and simplex searching operation. Its efficiency is demonstrated by application of 15 nonlinear test functions and one source term identification problem.
Chaos mapping
The chaotic system can be produced by the following well-known one-dimensional logistic mapping defined by formula (1) [13] .
where is the value of the variable ) (i x x at the i th iteration, ) (i x ∈[0 1]; μ is a so-called control parameter of the system. For different parameter μ , figure 1 can be obtained according to Eq.
(1). . That is, it shows the sensitive dependence on initial conditions, which is the basic characteristic of chaos. A minute difference in the initial value of the chaotic variable will result in a considerable difference in its long time behavior. The track of chaotic variable can travel ergodically over the whole search space. In general, the above chaotic variable has special characters, i.e. ergodicity, pseudo-randomness and irregularity. Figures 2(a) -(f) show the distribution of generated points given by logistic mappings with different values of μ at x(0)=0.29. One notices that when the value of μ gets to 3.60, a relatively even distribution of the generated points occurs. Unexpectedly, a period-3 pattern appears when μ reaches 3.85, and figure 2(e) exhibits chaotic dynamics when μ =4. The value of parameter μ in the logistic mapping is selected as 4.00 in this paper. The distribution of generated points given by logistic mappings with μ =3.70；(c)The distribution of generated points given by logistic mappings with μ =3.85；(d)The distribution of generated points given by logistic mappings with μ =3.90； (e)The distribution of generated points given by logistic mappings with μ =4.0；(f)The distribution of generated points given by logistic mappings with μ =4.01(the x-axis denotes variable n and y-axis denotes variable x ). The random variable in uniformity distribution system with n=500 (the x-axis denotes variable n and y-axis denotes variable x ).
From figure 3 to figure 4 , it can be concluded that chaotic system is different from the uniformity random system. Chaotic variable can well travel ergodically in the whole search space especially on the boundary.
CRHAEA
Consider the general nonlinear optimization problem as follows:
where , is a parameter to be optimized, is an objective function, the range of the th parameter is the interval . The procedure of CRHAEA is shown as follows.
Step 1. Real-valued encoding. Consider the following linear mapping
Suppose the jth parameter range is the interval .The real-valued code array of the jth parameter is denoted by the logistic chaotic variable .
CRHAEA's process operates on a population of individuals (also called real-valued code array， strings or chromosomes). Each individual represents a potential solution to the problem.
Step 2. Creating chaos initial population. To cover homogeneously the whole solution space and to avoid individuals entering into the same region, large uniformity random population is created in this algorithm. The initial population of n chromosomes is generated by chaos algorithm by use of logistic mapping at μ =4.0, = .（here let n=300）. The n-corresponding chromosomes (individuals)
Step 3. Evaluating fitness value of each individual (chromosome). Substitution of into Eq.(2) produces the objective function . The smaller the value is, the higher the fitness of its corresponding i th chromosome is. So the fitness function of th chromosome is defined as follows:
Step 4. Selection. Select chromosome pairs randomly depending on their fitness value (using 
Step 5. Crossover. Perform crossover on each chromosome pair according to probability to generate one offspring
by linearly combining them randomly.
Step 6. Chaotic mutation. A new offspring
can be computed by a mutating probability =1-, where is the selection probability. The operator of chaotic mutation is as follows:
where is chaotic variable, is the uniformity random variable within the
Step 7. Nelder and Mead simplex search evolution. Nelder and Mead simplex algorithm is a useful, local descent algorithm, which does not make use of the objective function derivatives [11] . The best point in the previous phase becomes a new initial solution in the simplex search algorithm(SSA), and then a new best point is obtained by times search with SSA algorithm. The new best point inside the offspring will be inserted to replace the worst one in the previous phase. Repeat step3 to step 7 until the evolution times Q, or the termination condition is satisfied.
m
Step 8. Accelerating cycle. The parameter ranges of n s excellent individuals (the n s individuals nearest to the optimum solution in the evolution) obtained by Q-times of the SSA evolution alternating are regarded as the new ranges, and then the whole process back to the real valued-encoding [15] . The CRHAEA computation is over until the algorithm running time gets to the design T times or there exists a chromosome whose fitness satisfies a given criterion. In the former case the is the fittest chromosome or the most excellent chromosome in the population. The chromosome represents the solution. ( , , , ) | , 1,2, , The proof is similarity with the reference [9] .
Numerical simulation
In this paper, the 15 nonlinear test functions [6] are used in order to test the CRHAEA.
Three main criteria（relative error criteria, absolute error criteria, total computation number of function values criteria） [9] appeared to be very important when trying to determine the performances of an algorithm: convergence, speed and robustness. To clarify the efficiency of CRHAEA we have done below. The aim of this study is the search for global optimum of nonlinear functions. So it is very important that CRHAEA effectively converges to this optimum. The global optimization of the 15 test functions is accomplished by use of the following methods: standard binary-coded GA (Named SGA) [6] , improved GA (Named IGA) [6] and CRHAEA. To compare with the global optimization ability of the three above algorithms objectively, the less than or equal 18,000 computations of the objective functions are done, and one of the three termination criteria is used for ensuring the optimization precision and avoiding algorithm invalidation.
For each of these criteria, the verifications are carried out in a statistic method and 100 tests for each of test functions are completed, which implies the obtained result may be reliable and an algorithm is robustness.
The computational results, convergent speed and computational accuracy of the 15 nonlinear test functions on global optimization with the methods of SGA, IGA and CRHAEA are given in tables 1~2, respectively. From table 1 to table 2 , it can be concluded that the global convergent rate of CRHAEA is 93.3%, the global convergent rate of IGA is 60.0%, and the global convergent rate of SGA is 6.7%. So the CRHAEA is the best one both in the global convergence and the average evaluation number of the functions for the 15 nonlinear test functions.
We have performed a comparison of CRHAEA with six other methods of iterative improvement listed in Table 3 : pure random search (PRS) [16] , multistart (MS) [17] , simulated diffusion (SD) [18] , simulated annealing (SA) [19] , tabu search (TS) [20] and binary-coded evolution algorithm (GA) [6] . The efficiency is qualitative in terms of the number of function evaluations necessary to find the global optimum. Each program is stopped as soon as the relative error between the best point found and the known global optimum is less than 1%. The numbers of function evaluations used by the various algorithms to optimize four test functions are listed in table 4. It can be pointed out that we do not program ourselves the competitive algorithms used for the comparison, but we report the results published by Cvijovic (1995) and Andre (2001) . We can see that results achieved with CRHAEA are satisfactory in global optimum and convergent speed (see the numbers of function evaluations in table 4. In addition our results are the average outcome of 100 independent runs. Results in table 4 for test functions indicate that CRHAEA is reliable and efficient compared with SA, SD, TS, GA(binary encoding evolution algorithm), PRS and MS. CRHAEA significantly reduces the searching times of earlier techniques such as PRS, MS and SD, and it is efficient for the given nonlinear test functions. Numerical simulation shows that real encoding is available in CRHAEA compared with binary encoding evolution algorithm.
Source term identification in convection-diffusion equation
A convection-diffusion equation is given as follows:
where is the mean concentration of substance dispersed in the general cross section of the flow, is the mean flow velocity, is the intensity of source,
δ is a Dirac function ( is source coordinate ), i x E is the dispersion coefficient, and K is the degradable rate of pollution. Suppose the distribution of
is known, an inverse problem of source term identification for convection-diffusion equation is making certain source term , namely the position of pollution source and the intensity of source , ( ), where is the total number of source term.
The inverse problem is investigated assuming that a source set on the abscissa introduces passive substances into the current with an intensity described by an unknown time law . Having available an auxiliary measurement of the concentration in a point set downstream of the source and the time behavior of the concentration at the domain boundaries, we wish to decide the source term or .The inverse problems also have another explanation: we hope pollutant consistence is at ) ,
The problem investigated is of great interest both in hydraulic engineering and in the broader realm of environmental engineering [2] . Often, in fact the need occurs to discover hidden pollutant sources or to reconstruct the evolution of accidental discharges of pollutants starting from information recorded in established measuring stations along the water courses.
Let , the solution of equation (7) is given as follows:
In order to decide the position of pollutant disposal and the intensity of pollutants disposal, some additional conditions should be given. In this paper, we give the conditions . 
The problem can be formalized as follows.
where is observed value,
This is a complicated nonlinear parameter optimization problem. This kind of parameter optimization model is very intractable mathematically with traditional optimization methods. So CRHAEA is used to solve it.
Case: The case concerns the following values:
Because of the total number of the position of pollutants disposal in a small river is less than 5 in our practical work, we let , and , are all unknown. Figure 5 Here let = ) . The parameters , are required in this model. Ten parameters are estimated with respect to one criterion, namely the sum of least residual absolute value. The form of the objective function is described as Eq. (9).
The least residual absolute value sum is 0.000 007 523 with CRHAEA. For CRHAEA, the evaluation number of the objective function is 3 300. Mean relative error is 0.061866 and mean absolute error is 0.000454 with CRHAEA for 30 experiment points. The evaluation number of the objective function is 3300 and the least residual absolute value sum is 0.000 192 356 with RAEA(real-coded accelerated evolution algorithm) [9] .
f The evaluation number of the objective function is 300000 and the least residual absolute value sum is 0.042 370 460 with PRS (pure random search) [16] .
f
The evaluation number of the objective function is 30000 and the least residual absolute value sum is 0.068 107 840 with CA(chaos algorithm) [14] .
f From the above results, it can be concluded that the evaluation number of the objective function of CRHAEA is the least among the methods of RAEA, PRS, CA and CRHAEA.
The comparison of the above optimization methods is given in table 5.  From table 5 , it can be seen that the position of pollution source and the intensity of the source are well found by CRHAEA. CRHAEA is better than PRS, CA and RAEA both in the convergent speed and in computational accuracy.
Conclusions
A new algorithm, CRHAEA is proposed for nonlinear optimization and inverse convection-diffusion problem. Chaos mapping, new chaos mutation and simplex evolution operation are used to maintain the population diversity, reduce the computational cost and improve computational accuracy. Numerical simulation and case application show that CRHAEA is available. CRHAEA's convergence is analyzed. Numerical simulation results show that CRHAEA is faster and more accurate than previously reported global optimization techniques SGA and IGA.
The position and intensity of pollution source are well found by CRHAEA. Compared with RAEA, CA and PRS, CRHAEA has faster convergent speed and higher computational accuracy. It is good for the global optimization of the inverse problem in convection-diffusion equation.
